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These Proceedings are dedicated to Professor John Wyrill Christian. Prof. Christian 

has made seminal contributions to the field of phase transformations of metals and 

alloys, among others. His treatise The Theory of Transformations in Metals and Alloys 

is a classic which has had a huge influence for decades. His tenure at the Department 

of Materials at Oxford spanned a time of explosive growth in the field of Materials 

Science. He was instrumental in the establishment of an undergraduate curriculum in 

Materials Science at Oxford, and was an effective leader in the field both through his 

own scholarly pursuits and his editorial guidance of a number of prestigious scientific 

journals. 

The contributors to these Proceedings want to express their appreciation for the 

inspiration and stimulation Professor Christian 's scientific, teaching and editorial 

work has offered them. 
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Preface 

This volume contains papers presented at the 7th International Conference on 

Intergranular and Interphase Boundaries in Materials which was held June 26-29 in 

Lisboa, Portugal. This conference, which is a continuation of successful conferences 

normally held every three years, focused on the structural and chemical 

characterization of interfaces and their kinetic, mechanical and electrical properties. 

The size of the volume, consisting of almost 200 papers, with more than 800 pages, 

reflects the present interest in the field. The conference was packed with attendees 

throughout each of the 4 days, and lively discussions continued in the evenings in local 

restaurants. 

The papers presented focused on a wide variety of interfacial systems. The structural 

and chemical characterization of interfaces concentrated on combined experimental 

and theoretical studies of the local atomic structure, and local densities of electronic 

states. Techniques with very high spatial resolution were used in these studies. A 

special seminar on "Reactions at interfaces" explored the kinetics and thermodynamics 

of the formation of new phases at interfaces. In general, it was found that a certain 

maturity of the subject was being attained in that theories were presented to pull the 

many strands of experimental observations together, to bring coherence and depth of 

understanding to the subject. Other papers were concerned with the vexing question of 

relating the properties of individual grain boundaries to the properties of polycrystals 

as a whole. With these advances the engineering of interfaces to design materials with 

required properties is becoming an increasingly attainable goal. 

We are grateful to all of our sponsors for their financial support and particularly to our 

hosts, Fundayiio Calouste Gulbenkian, where the conference took place. We are 

indebted to all referees for their assistance in the preparation of this volume. It is our 

hope that these Proceedings will promote both a better scientific understanding of 

interfaces and grain boundaries in materials and improvements in the technologies 

which utilize materials where properties are controlled by interfaces. 

The editors 




